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Basic Controls 
K26S PH 
20 hp, 3 phase, 1” arbor,  1800 RPM @ spindle 

1. Down feed speed control -  Rotate CW to slow down feed, CCW to increase down 
feed rate. NOTE: Closing valve completely during cycle will stop saw head 
position anywhere needed. 

2. UP- Returns saw head to UP position. NOTE: May be engaged anytime during 
cycle. 

3. DOWN- Brings saw head DOWN . Control feed rate with (1). 
4. START- Starts motor for saw blade.  
5. STOP- Stops saw blade. 
6. E STOP-  Pull out to engage  , PUSH IN to stop all functions. 
7. Vise- Use to open and close the air vises. Input pressure to suit. 
8. NEMA elec-  Drill/punch holes for incoming AC power. Use a seat tite fitting 

around incoming AC lines to seal the enclosure. Input AC power to L1, L2, L3 on 
the top of the contactor. NOTE; BE SURE INCOMING AC POWER MATCHES 
MACHINE WIRING. VOLTAGE CHANGE FAILURES ARE NOT 
WARRANTED. 

9. Down Stop cam-  Controls when the saw head returns. Rotate the cam to contact 
the air button to bring the saw head back to the up position. Lock the cam in 
position with the set screw on the side of the cam so it will not rotate out of 
position.  If using a steel blade also adjust the Thd. Down stop so as not to allow 
the steel blade to contact the steel saw top. 

10. Air IN: Dual regulators control the saw down feed pressure and vise pressure. 
Adjust the saw down feed pressure to no more than 55-65 PSI. Over pressure will 
cause the oil reservoirs to leak. Adjust the vise pressure to suit the work piece. 

11. Oil reservoirs- Use DTE24 light hyd. oil. Maintain oil levels of ¼ full on one 
reservoir and  and ¾ full on the other. Oil levels will alternate with the down feed 
cycle. Re-fill oil levels by : disconnect air to machine, remove pipe plugs on top 
of the reservoirs, fill to correct levels ( see above), re-place pipe plugs. Bleed out 
air bubbles in the reservoirs by disconnecting the cylinder clevis rod from the saw 
arm. Cycle the DOWN button to allow the cylinder rod to fully extend and retract 
until all air bubbles in the oil are gone. Re-connect the cylinder rod to the saw 
arm. 



12.Maintenance- Keep machine clean. Grease trunnion pillow block bearings every 
week depending on useage. Do not over tighten cog belt drive.  



 

 

 

Basic Operation 

 

K26S PHV OSC 

26” wheel, 20 hp, 3 phase 

1” arbor, 1800 rpm @ spindle 

DTE24 hydraulic oil 

 

BE SURE OF CORRECT AC POWER TO MACHINE. DRILL NEMA BOX FOR 

SEALTITE FITTINGS AROUND INCOMING WIRE. CONNECT AC POWER TO  

L1, L2, L3 ON CONTACTOR. IF NOT FAMILIAR WITH ELECTRICS CONTACT 

AN ELECTRICIAN. !! FACTORY IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ELEC. FAILURE. 

 

1. Start- Starts saw blade spindle.  

2. Starts oscillation motor. 

3. STOP- All stop. 

4. Saw head  UP- Engage to bring saw head UP. MAY BE ENGAGED ANYTIME 

DURING CYCLE TO BRING SAW HEAD UP. 

5. DOWN- Engage to bring saw head DOWN. 

6. Vise LOCK-  Rotate handle /cam to tighten workpiece. 

7. Vise opening adjustment- Loosen cap screw, slide vise up to workpiece, tighten 

cap screw to maintain adjustment, rotate handle /cam to tighten workpiece. 

CAUTION: DO NOT ALLOW WORKPIECE TO MOVE DURING CUTTING! 

ABRASIVE WHEELS WILL BREAK!!! 

8. Oscillation gear motor- Rotates arm to rock saw head back and forth to break the 

arc of contact of the abrasive wheel. Allows for faster cutting and better wheel 

life. 

9. AIR IN- Connect DRY shop air to regulator. 0-55 PSI MAX.  

10. Oil reservoirs- Dual oil reservoirs use DTE24 hyd. Oil. Maintain level of ¼ full 

on one reservoir and ¾ full on the other. Oil levels alternate with cycle.  

11. Saw head return- Adjust plate to control depth of cut. When plate contacts air 

valve (13) saw head will return to top position. 

12. Feed rate valve- Rotate valve to desired down feed speed. Rotate CW  for slow 

feed rate, CCW for faster feed rate. Total closure of valve will stop down feed 

cycle. 

13. Saw head return valve- Contacting this valve with plate (11) brings saw head back 

to top position. Adjust plate (13) to control depth of cut. Adjust as abrasive wheel 

wears. Re-adjust when replacing new abrasive wheel. 

14. Maintenance- Grease all pillow block bearings on trunnions, oscillation shafts 

every 8 hrs.. Maintain oil levels in reservoirs. (see 10). Remove pipe plugs on top 

of the reservoirs with the air OFF to re-fill oil levels, replace plugs, connect air. 

To bleed air from reservoirs, remover cylinder rod clevis to allow full stroke of 

cylinder, cycle the cylinder back and forth fully as much as needed to allow air to 

escape. 
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